The only toy that’s always right — because you made it!

Building fun!
A wide variety of colourful bricks and pieces specially designed for little hands and curious minds.
All ranges stimulate a child’s development at every stage encouraging fun and excitement when learning something new. For children between 0-5 years.
SEE PAGES 4-13

It’s a new toy every day
The essence of free and creative building.
Gradually the sets contain more and more elements to match the child’s increased skills. The Electric System adds fun and play value. For children between 3-16 years.
SEE PAGES 14-40
Remember your first LEGO® bricks as a child? How you made one toy after another – from the very same bricks? Our philosophy is still the same although our range has been broadened considerably. With the DUPLO®, LEGO and TECHNIC sets there is more than ever before to stimulate your child’s imagination. And since everything fits together the excitement just builds on and on!

For advanced LEGO® builders
Technical models with many lifelike elements such as gears and pistons, electric motors, pneumatics and the new Flex System.
The Programmable Control Centre tops the list, and dads can join in too. The official age, however, is 7-16 years.
SEE PAGES 41-48.
Touch, watch - and listen!

Colourful DUPLO® toys tickle the child’s natural curiosity. Just reach out and experience the many sounds and functions! All parts, from baby-rattles to play sets, build new exciting toys together.

2020 Desmond Duck Rattle-Teether with rolling eyes and a spinning ball. From 4 months.

2050 Sally Squirrel Push Along. Rattles when it rolls. Arms go up and down. From 6 months.

2072 DUPLO Touch & Learn Cot Toy. Build a tower with the removable blocks on the reverse of this toy. From 4 months.

2073 DUPLO Baby Gift Pack. A great gift with four different toys for baby’s first years. From 4 months.

2066 DUPLO Bath-Tub Buddies. The octopus and fish roll on the floor and float in the bath. From 9 months.

2040 DUPLO Rock-n-Roller. A 3 part push along that rattles and rolls. From 7 months.

2070 DUPLO Ring-me Rabbit Telephone. Push button telephone with amusing sounds and functions. From 9 months.
Imaginative Play with Building toys.

With plenty of bricks in each set and bold new figures your child can build toys nobody has ever seen before. And the bricks will live forever as they can even be used together with LEGO® bricks shown in this brochure.

*2381 DUPLO Bucket of Bricks.*
Lots of DUPLO bricks in all shapes and sizes, with trolleys and figures.

*2303 DUPLO Red and Green Building Plates (6 x 12 studs each).*

*2306 DUPLO Large Building Plate (24 x 24 studs).*

*2313 DUPLO Building Set with assorted DUPLO bricks.*

*2314 DUPLO Large Building Set with a wide variety of bricks and shapes.*

*2341 Peter’s Holiday Building Set.*

*2361 Matt and Mutt Building Set.*

*2371 DUPLO Flying School with pilots, plane and control tower.*

*2392 DUPLO Farmyard with the Pull Back Motor.*

*2376 DUPLO Play Bucket containing three heads that swivel on a brick.*

*2386 DUPLO Circus Bucket – All the fun at the circus in a sturdy yellow bucket.*

*2382 DUPLO Pull Back Motor.*

*2550 DUPLO Playbook – Tom’s Adventure.*
Fun and learning for adult and child.

Animal Antics.
Start with a complete Zoo or collect the animals set by set. All the parent animals can move their heads and the monkeys their arms. Special 3-dimensional building plates of rocks and pools set the scene.

Zoo

2666 DUPLO Zoo Playground with Polar Bears and Giraffes.

2664 DUPLO Tiger Enclosure. The Panda cautiously watches the Tiger family feeding.

2660 DUPLO Zoo Nursery.

2669 DUPLO Zoo Park. Build your own Zoo with platforms, base plates, animals, figures and a truck.

2662 DUPLO Zoo Feeding Time. The Sea Lion and Crocodile wait for the keeper to bring their fish.

Circus

2650 DUPLO Cannon Ball Clowns. Fire the cannon and the clown flies out (gently!)

2652 DUPLO Circus Troupe. Roll up! Roll up! The Circus is in town.

2651 DUPLO Circus Artists and Elephant. The rotating wheel can be used as a podium, too.
Vehicles

- **2612** DUPLO Motorbike and Rider.
- **2630** DUPLO Camping Set. The roof slides open and all parts fit inside the caravan.
- **2641** DUPLO Plane. Jet Plane and Airliner all in one!
- **2609** DUPLO Racer.
- **2671** DUPLO Grand Prix Racing Team complete with trophy!
- **2619** DUPLO Rescue Helicopter.
- **2617** DUPLO Tow Truck.
- **2613** DUPLO Refuse Truck.
- **2657** DUPLO Service Station with petrol pump, tow truck and figures.

Planes

- **2647** DUPLO Farm Animals.

Ships

- **2643** DUPLO Fishing Boat with dinghy. Both float on water.
- **2628** DUPLO Horse Transporter with driver.
- **2629** DUPLO Tractor, Trailer and Roller.
- **2655** DUPLO Play Farm with animals, tractor, trailer and working conveyor.

Farm

- **2647** DUPLO Farm Animals.
**Trains**

2701 DUPLO Express. All aboard the DUPLO train, with station and an oval track.

2717 DUPLO Play Train Bridge.

2713 Play Train Points with 8 small pieces of track.

2711 Play Train Track (4 straight pieces).

2712 Play Train Track (4 curved pieces).

2706 DUPLO Play Train with animals waggon.

2714 Play Train Crossings with 2 pieces of straight track.

**Police**

2672 Police Station.

2654 DUPLO Police Emergency Unit with car and control desk.

**Fire**

2637 DUPLO Fire Engine with firehose and extending ladder.

2658 DUPLO Fire Station with a slide, two well equipped fire engines, motorbike, firemen and a dog!
Welcome to Open House!

The new playhouse with soft bedding for the family and paintings for the wall can be purchased as a unit – or furnished by the 5 separate sets shown on the right. The choice is yours. The furnished playhouse (2780) can be purchased as separate sets (2775, 2776, 2777, 2778 and 2779).

- **2779** DUPLO Playhouse (unfurnished) including walls and stickers for decoration.
- **2776** DUPLO Bedroom with beds, quilts, bookshelf and furniture.
- **2777** DUPLO Living Room with T.V. and open fireplace.
- **2778** DUPLO Kitchen complete with fridge, cooker and sink.
- **2775** DUPLO Bathroom with wash basin, bath, shower and toilet.

- **2780** DUPLO Complete Playhouse with furniture from the individual playhouse sets, stickers and family.
- **2615** DUPLO Nursery with cot, playpen and bottle.
- **2773** DUPLO Barbecue with garden, furniture and parasol.
- **2771** DUPLO Family. Seven members of the DUPLO family including the baby with a quilt.
- **2772** DUPLO World People.
- **2656** DUPLO Village Post Office with the postman and his family.
- **2614** DUPLO Mother and Baby with Pram.

Boxes, Buckets, Play-cases - the ideas just keep pouring out!

The 2- or 3-module play-cases contain lots of famous LEGO® bricks and elements. The buckets are also great value-for-money, and together with the many BASIC sets your child can build almost any toy the imagination has in store!

- 315 BASIC Sampler Set.
- 325 BASIC Handypack, standard.
- 335 BASIC Handypack, large.
- 365 Standard Playcase of bricks and elements in 2 segment storage case with building plates as lids.
- 385 Large Playcase of bricks and elements with a new pull-back motor. In 3 segment storage case with building plates as lids.
- 1882 Large Play Bucket. Lots of bricks and special elements in a large bucket.
- 1636 Handy Bucket of Bricks. Various bricks and special elements in a storage bucket.
- 1577 Play Bucket with bricks.

You name it - you can build it!

Gradually the LEGO® BASIC sets get more and more advanced and contain more realistic elements - which of course fit with all other sets your child eventually chooses. Building instructions for several models are included in all sets. The Pull-back motor and the Electric System add further play value.

From 5 years

- 515 BASIC Sampler Set
- 525 BASIC Handypack, standard
- 535 BASIC Handypack, large
- 545 Standard Playcase. Lots of bricks and elements in 2 segment storage case with building plates as lids
- 565 Large Playcase. Lots of bricks and elements in 3 segment storage case with building plates as lids

From 7 years

- 715 BASIC Advanced Builder Set for realistic building including a selection of vehicles
- 725 BASIC Advanced Builder Set for realistic building including holiday house and restaurant

260 48-page LEGO Building Ideas Book to inspire free, creative building. From 5 years.
Beat Cap'n Roger to the hidden Treasure!

Cap'n Roger rules aboard the dreaded pirate ship Dark Shark. Governor Broadside from Fort Sabre wishes the pirates were oceans away because they keep trying to steal the hidden treasure. Take a closer look at the picture and seek the treasure. But beware of sharks! PS. These ships "sail" across the carpet rather than float on water.

6273 Port Jamaica with 3 soldiers and 4 pirates. Has a prison and concealed dungeon to hide the treasure chest. On the quay there is a crane and working cannon.

6276 Governor's Fort Sabre with prison and dungeon pit for captured pirates. Has 6 soldiers, 2 pirates, 2 cannons, crane, palm tree and treasure chest with gold.

6251 Pirates and Soldiers, plus parrot and treasure chest.

6270 Shark Island with 4 pirates, look-out, prison, swaying palms a monkey and a shark. The gold treasure is protected with a cannon, which can be fired.

6259 Governor Broadside's Prison including 2 soldiers and a captured pirate.

6274 Governor's Ship "Sea Hawk" with 2 working cannons to ward off pirates, a crew of 4. Does not float.

6260 Treasure Island. The pirate guards the treasure chest of gold with a cannon.

6235 Bo'sun Will and Spinoza with pirate gold.

6265 Governor's Bastion. Manned by 2 soldiers with a working cannon. Includes rowing boat with a third soldier.

6285 The Pirate Ship "Dark Shark". Has 4 working cannons and a crew of 8. Captain's cabin contains a treasure chest and map. The rudder moves and the sails can be trimmed to the wind. Does not float.

6257 Shipwrecked. 3 pirates on a raft of barrels followed by a shark.

6234 Pirate Castaway.
6267 Soldier's Tavern with 3 soldiers and 2 pirates. The soldiers relax at the tavern but the firing cannon will protect them from the pirates.
LEGO Castle
From 5-12 years

Who has run off with the princess?
Could it be Robin Hood? The luminous ghost? Or one of the Black Knights? Better hurry - the Haunted Castle is no place for a princess!

6103
Robin with friends and foes.

6081
The Haunted Castle
with trapdoor, concealed treasury and a luminous ghost!
A turntable with 2 crossbows tops the tower.

6042
Prison Wagon
with prisoner & escort.

6049
State Barge
with 5 knights.

6059
Town Gate
with catapult and prison.

6034
Haunted Tower
with luminous ghost.

6016
Horse and Chariot.

6018
Dragon Ship.

6054
Robin Hood's Tree Hideaway.
It opens to reveal a hidden room.

6059
Double Catapult
with two knights.

Black Knights

6085
The Black Fortress.
The rear half is hinged so the castle can be opened.
Dungeon, drawbridge, portcullis and 12 knights included.

6077
Robin’s Lake Stronghold
with trapdoor, a hollow tree and a treasure chest.

6066
Robin Hood's Secret Cave.
With 6 outlaws and a treasure chest hidden inside.
Will the smugglers get away with it?

The Harbour Police are always on the spot – but will they make it this time? The decision is yours! This year the action-filled LEGO® Town with airport, hospital, police station etc., features a new harbour complete with rolling cranes and customs authorities. Special raised quays with slipways tie it all together.

PS! The ships don’t float, but special studs make them perfect on carpets etc.

6541 Atlantic Terminal with turnable spider crane. Includes fisherman, cargo vessel and container truck.

6679 Black Thunder. Speedboat, which includes 2 smugglers with life jackets.

6353 Europort Coastguard Patrol with speedboat.

6542 Europort Container Base with pilot boat, container boat, crane, toll gate, fork-lift and container truck.

6540 Harbour Patrol with two speedboats, patrol car and motorcycle.
6481 Road Works with Warning Lights. Has two bars with flashing lights and lit road signs. Battery operated.

6645 Street Sweeper with rotating sweeper.

6507 Mini Dumper with balloon tyres and driver.

6661 Mobile TV Studio with rotating dish and cameraman.

6660 Tow Truck with 4-wheel suspension and driver.

6630 City Car with hinged cockpit.

6532 6-Wheel Dumper.

6352 Europort Cargo Loader with telescopic crane and a cab which turns.

6381 Grand Prix 2000 with pit stop.

6508 Racing Boat.

6509 Red Devil Racer.

6644 Road Racer Transporter.

6646 Texas Tornado with big rear wheels and exhaust pipes.

6669 Hot Rod Racer with big wheels and exhaust pipes.

6528 Off Road Racer with 4-wheel suspension and driver.

6510 Dune Raider.

6389 Emergency Fire and Rescue Station with helipad. Fire tender contains hose drum and oxygen cylinders.

6312 Fire Hawk. Helicopter with foam extinguisher.

6593 Fire Engine and Tender with movable ladder.
**Airport**

**6399 International Shuttle.**
The monorail powered by a 9V motor takes passengers to and from city and airport terminal.

**6396 Holiday Airport.**
Arrival/departure hall with control tower and service facilities for the passengers. Plane and helicopter can be opened.

**6529 Microlight Plane with control sticks.**

**6673 Private Plane with hinged wings for easy cabin access.**

**6375 Cargo Plane**
with tailgate and cargo doors. Working Fork-lift.

**6357 Heli-transporter.**
Detachable trailer with support foot.

**6440 Airport Fire Squad with flashing light and siren.**

**Electric System**

The 9v International Airport Shuttle can be switched to travel in both directions.
The new 9 volt playtrain doesn’t follow the beaten track!

Even the Starter Set can be built into many different trains. And with the 9 volt transformer this playtrain is an integrated part of the LEGO® Electric System shown in this brochure.

Fast Travel – in either direction! The Transformer and Speed Regulator lets you drive the train at the speed you want.

The new conducting rails connect together with a “snap”. Electric pick up is through metallic wheels – simple and reliable.

A notice to all owners of 12 volt LEGO trains:
The introduction of the 9 volt trains doesn’t leave you in a siding. For a period of no less than 3 years the LEGO 12 V Train Service Programme provides you with 40 different supplementary and service set units – rails, crossings, points, signals, motors, lights etc. Also your present waggons can be used in connection with the new 9 volt trains.

Free Information Leaflet
Phone LEGO Consumer Service on 0978 290900 for a leaflet explaining all the future possibilities for your 12 volt train.
4563 Euro Freight Line includes motor, transformer, speed regulator, rails, fork-lift truck, tractor, motor cycle and 3 figures.

4554 Central Station with waiting room, payphone, coffee bar and ticket office. Includes luggage van and 8 figures.

4551 Austrian Federal Railways with motor.

4558 Euro Express with luggage room, buffet and compartments with seats and beds. Lights illuminate whilst driving. Includes motor, oval of rails, platform and 11 figures. To be used with 4548 Transformer and Speed Regulator.

4548 Transformer and Speed Regulator.

4536 Self-Discharging Hopper with unloading ramp.

4546 Rail and Road Combi-Vehicle for driving on road and rail with magnet attachment for connection to the train.

4539 Strand Junction. Includes level crossing with keeper and manually operated bars.

4520 8 curved rails.

4531 Manual Points with Track.

4515 8 straight rails.
Ship Ahoy!

The new LEGO® Ships are loaded with realistic working detail and most important of all — they float! Or they can “sail” across the carpet to dock at the new harbour shown on page 22-23.
Can the Space Police keep the Blacktron spies from the M:Tron’s computers?

In this universe your mind travels beyond imagination. Anything goes – and anything can happen!

If you’re looking for trouble – you’ve come to the right place! Blacktrons constantly try to steal inventions and computers from the M:Trons, and their spies are experts in any kind of sabotage.

M:TRON

Centre of the galaxy. The inhabitants specialise in computers and magnetic equipment to help other planets with rescue and transport missions. Unfortunately some help themselves by just stealing it!

SPACE POLICE

With the fastest and most advanced space ships in the universe the police certainly have an edge. The Electric System with sirens and flashing lights add power to the force!
Space Police

6986 Space Police Galactic Enforcer. Open the front - out comes a vehicle. Open the rear - 2 prison pods appear. And under the wings - 2 scooters. Unclip the rear - you have a ground base.

6781 Space Police Prisoner Transport with 6 flashing lights. Unclip the prison pod and separate the Transport into 2 space ships. The on-board computer console lights up too.

6895 Space Police Prowler with steering on all four giant wheels. Detachable prison pod with prisoner.

6886 Space Police Patrol. Detachable prison pod. Wing mounted cameras retract under the heat shields.

6831 Space Police Buggy with movable radar antennae.
Blacktron Octopod. The cockpit can be disconnected from the model and combined with other vehicles.

Blacktron Radar Patrol
with 4-wheel suspension. Radar cockpit and upper part can be used as separate model.

Blacktron Cruncher
with large wheels. The pilot has an oxygen cylinder.

Blacktron Intruder Force.
Open the middle section and two mini vehicles drive down the ramp.

Blacktron Strider
with movable legs and jet-pack pilot.

The United Galaxies.

Touch Down Plates.

Blacktron Spy Base
with flashing light and underground hideout. Cockpits can be disconnected and used with other models.
M:Tron Mobile Recovery Centre with rear-wheel steering and two magnetic vehicles. Telescopic crane with magnet.

M:Tron Rescue Star Cruiser with vehicle and crane. The magnetic box contains various tools.

M:Tron Astro Wrecker with central steering and magnet to transport magnetic containers.

M:Tron Cosmicopter with tilt-wings and magnetic tool container.

M:Tron Micro Bike with antenna.

M:Tron Inspection Buggy with tilting control panel.

M:Tron Search Craft with magnet to transport magnetic containers.

Powerful magnets and a new type of cockpit shield are featured on most M:Tron models.

Magnets are included in these sets: 6989, 6956, 6896, 6923, 6877.
Big is beautiful

These big models are specially designed for those who want the utmost in reality. They are the most life-like models ever made from LEGO® bricks with lots of detail.
LEGO Technic
From 7-16 years

Precision engineering even in the smallest models.

Any TECHNIC set will make models with lifelike detail. Even the little TECHNIC DAKAR SPORT (8815) has rack-and-pinion steering with adjustable steering wheel. Each set has building instructions for several exciting models, and if you combine sets 8815, 8024 and 8820 you get a special plan for a most outstanding TECHNIC Racer.

8810 TECHNIC Alpha Racer with shock absorbers. From 7 years.
8825 TECHNIC Sky Patrol helicopter with turning rotors. Can be motorized with set 8720. From 8 years.
8840 TECHNIC Safari Racer with rear wheel suspension. Can be motorized with set 8720. From 9 years.
8820 TECHNIC Beach Patrol with coil spring suspension. From 8 years.
8830 TECHNIC Moon Buggy. With front and rear wheel steering. From 8 years.
8815 TECHNIC Dakar Sport with piston motor construction. From 7 years.

8835 TECHNIC Forklift Truck
with steering gear and forks that hoist, lower and tip. From 9 years.

8838 TECHNIC Moto Cross Bike
with chain, shock absorbers and piston motor construction. From 9 years.

8865 TECHNIC Test Car.
With V-4 engine construction, pop-up headlights (via a bar between the adjustable seats), rack-and-pinion steering, 4 wheel independent suspension and a 3-speed gearbox. From 11 years.

8853 TECHNIC DR200S.
Digger with steering gear. Both scoop and arm can be controlled via 2 separate handles. From 9 years.

8855 TECHNIC Amazon Explorer
with joystick controlled wing and tail flaps, piston engine and turning propeller. From 10 years.

8712 TECHNIC Figures Set.

8891 TECHNIC Designers Manual.
100 pages showing all kinds of TECHNIC from 7 years.

8850 TECHNIC Rally Support Truck.
Steering gear, engine construction with pistons, main rods and crank shaft. Can be motorized with set 8720. From 10 years.
8856
TECHNIC Thunder Rescue. Helicopter with Flex System, which can tilt the rotating rotor blades. The wheels and the hook on the crane arm can be raised/lowered. From 11 years.

Flex System - the new movement.

Thin cables add new dimensions to your TECHNIC models. Cranes, helicopters, vehicles - they all come alive. The new Flex System is featured in several sets and can be used in almost any model you can think of. The new Thunder Rescue Helicopter with tilting rotor is just another example of how close you get to reality with TECHNIC models.
Lots of models in each Universal set!

Complete building instructions help you to create many models from each set, but the best building guide of all is your imagination, as almost any model you can think of can be built with the advanced elements in each universal set.

8024 TECHNIC Universal Set from 7 years. A good set to start with. Building instructions for a car with steering, fork-lift truck, helicopter and racer.

8034 TECHNIC Universal Set from 8 years with plenty of basic TECHNIC elements and building instructions for 4 exciting models.

8064 TECHNIC Universal Motor Set with 9V motor, battery box and building instructions for 4 motorized models. From 9 years.

8720 TECHNIC 9V Motor Set with motor, battery box and building elements. Can be built into many TECHNIC models. From 7 years.

A 9 volt motor gets the wheel rolling.

By adding a 9 volt Motor Set the TECHNIC universal Sets really show their potential!
Pneumatic control - air power at your fingertips.

1. TECHNIC pneumatic systems work by means of compressed air generated by precision-made airpumps.
2. A special valve controls the airflow. Thus the relevant part of the model moves as compressed air flows in the desired direction.
3. The Digger-and-Dumper demonstrates how realistically the TECHNIC pneumatic system works.

8044
TECHNIC Universal Pneumatic Set
from 9 years with simple pneumatic pump to power different models.

8854
TECHNIC Salvage Hoist
with pneumatic hoist and steering gear.
The telescopic arm rotates and is pneumatically raised. Stabilizers and hook work. From 11 years.

8862
TECHNIC JCB
Excavator with steering and 3 pneumatic cylinders that control the backhoe. Has stabilizers and working dumper. From 12 years.
Teach your TECHNIC models all you know!

Imagine your own TECHNIC models controlled by you and an advanced 9 volt Control Centre with dual memories, repeat mode, pause function, a flat control pad – you name it! Two electric motors are included in the set. You can even add a third motor to the colour-coded control terminals.

Programming step-by-step:
1. Press one of the memory-buttons and programme your model by using the flat control pad. Up to 50 different movements and commands can be stored in the Control Centre’s memory.
2. Press the GO-button and watch your model as it carries out exactly the same movements you just programmed it to do. Press twice and the movements are repeated endlessly – until you press STOP!
3. If you want to stop while programming – maybe to change your input – just press a button and give the Control Centre new directions. You are in charge – the Control Centre simply carries out your instructions.

A/B: Controls one motor in either direction.
GO: Press once for single repeat – and twice for endless.
N-S-E-W: Flat control pad to control the model in any direction.
PROGRAM: Press this button when ready for programming.
MEM. I/II: Selects one of 2 memories.

6 x 1.5 V batteries (not included in the set) power both the Control Centre and the electric motors.

Six 1.5 volt batteries (not included in the set) power both the Control Centre and the electric motors.
The robot arm can be programmed to grasp a brick, lift it — and gently lower it into one of the two containers. All by itself!
Join the LEGO® Club

If you are a keen LEGO® builder then the LEGO Club is for you. The Club magazine “Bricks 'n Pieces” keeps you up to date with new LEGO models, exhibitions to see, models to build and competitions to enter. If a photograph of one of your models is published in “Bricks 'n Pieces” you become a “MASTER BUILDER”. Ask your mum or dad if you can join.

To The LEGO® Club
Wrexham, Clwyd, LL13 7TQ

Please enrol me as a member

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

First Name

Family Name

Address

Post Code

I am a boy/girl* and I was born on
* Delete as applicable

Date

Month

Year

A cheque/postal order payable to
LEGO U.K. Ltd. for £3.50 (or IR £4.00) is enclosed.

Signature of parent or guardian

---

SERVICE HOTLINE

If you have any difficulty in finding a shop stocking the set of your choice, phone 0978 290900 and our Consumer Service Dept. will advise of other Stockists in your area.

---

Legoland

Take your family to LEGOLAND Park in Denmark and see how 35 million LEGO® bricks have turned into cities, castles, monuments, etc. from all parts of the world. Also experience all the fun activities in the park and let your own ideas take off in one of the LEGO building areas.

You are welcome between 10 am and 8 pm from May 1st till September 15th.
(Or in-doors until mid December).

It’s a new toy every day.

---
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